JACQUELINE + ITAY

HELLO!
We are a nurturing, easy going, and fun couple who can’t wait
to be first time parents! Every time we spend time with our
friends’ children, it validates to us that becoming “mom” and
“dad” is something we absolutely can’t wait for.
Jacqueline was adopted from South Korea as a toddler and
was raised by a beautiful family in the United States. We have
been active in the adoption community for a long time and get
together with other adoptees often. We are very understanding
of this process and understand how big of a decision this is for
you. We are thinking of and are here to answer any questions
you may have that will bring you peace during this time.

WITH LOVE,
JACQUELINE + ITAY

HOW WE MET
T OLD BY JACQUELINE!

We met online through a dating app. Our first date
was on a rooftop of a restaurant in Atlanta, Georgia.
We dated for two years before Itay proposed to me in
Chicago by a famous sculpture known as the ‘Bean.’
We eloped two months later in a cute park in our town
because we wanted to start a family right away.

At a friend’s wedding in Georgia

Wedding photos

WHY WE CHOSE ADOPTION

Sunset in Florida

We haven’t been able to conceive. Considering that
Jacqueline was adopted, we think it’s a great way to expand
our family. We have many friends who have adopted their
children and were adopted themselves.

OUR VALUES
FRIENDS + FAMILY

We were raised to know that our family and
friendships come before anything. It’s so nice to
see our family and friends grow and be part of
their big and small moments, like baptisms
and recitals.
With friends in Florida

INCLUSION + DIVERSIT Y

We value people being allowed to be themselves
and never feeling left out. Being respectful and
kind to others makes this world a better place.
Vietnamese restaurant

Dinner in Maui

Costume party

OUR FAVORITE THINGS TO DO
Travel all over! We go to Florida often since Jacqueline has family there.
Relax on the lake! We love to spend our weekends soaking up the sun.
Cook and eat! Mediterranean, Korean, Italian and Mexican are our favorites.

ABOUT JACQUELINE
Occupation: Recruiter
Degree: Bachelor in Psychology
Siblings: Two older brothers
Hobbies: Gardening, painting, and hiking
Fun Fact: I’ve completed a two-year program
for American Sign Language!

Growing up, I was encouraged to
play outside, climb trees, roller skate, and
ride my bike. My cousins and grandparents lived
down the street, so there was always family nearby. I also
enjoyed painting and going to the library with my mom. I loved
to read! In college, I took courses in developmental psychology
and learned a lot about adolescent growth and social problems.

With Itay’s dad

I work in human resources and hire people for my company.
I enjoy offering people jobs and watching their career progress.
I make my own schedule and work remotely from home.
Once we adopt, I will have a generous maternity leave
of 20 weeks.

5k with my friend

THINGS I LOVE

A bowl of freshly made pasta
Pickles or anything pickled
Listening to all types of music
Decorating our home
Canning local fruits

I enjoy taking photos

In the kitchen

ABOUT ITAY

Occupation: Office Manager
Siblings: One younger brother and one younger sister
Hobbies: Working out, driving my car, and traveling
Fun Fact: As a kid, I was referred to as the ‘car
encyclopedia.’

Off-roading with my buddies
My favorite memory as a child was being on
stage for my school’s recital. Students would sing,
dance, and act. I enjoyed being the center of the stage
for that single moment because I was typically a timid kid. I
also have fond memories of going to the beach with my family. I
was always really interested in cars growing up, and I still am today.
I love to be on the race track and attend car clubs.

Skiing

I am so lucky to say that my hobby is my full-time job! I purchase,
restore, and export collectible cars. I get to be around cars all
the time. I am my own boss and work a traditional Monday
through Friday schedule.

Out for a run

THINGS I LOVE

On the race track

The film Top Gun
Hanging out at the pool
Persian food
Flying my drone
Playing with my dogs

WHAT ITAY LOVES ABOUT JACQUELINE

My wife is the best! She understands me more than anyone and makes me feel comfortable
to be who I am. She is very nurturing, kind, and caring. I want to be a parent more than ever,
and I think it’s because we work really well together.

On the race track

Sunset on the lake

Visiting Hawaii

^

On top of a mountain in Maui

WHAT JACQUELINE LOVES ABOUT ITAY

I love Itay because he is the opposite of me. He is way better at channeling his inner child,
which is probably why he is so great with kids. He is fun and not afraid of what anyone thinks
of him. He will be a fun father who enjoys going on adventures!

OUR HOME SWEET HOME

We love our home! We live on a little over half an acre with a fenced in backyard in Georgia!
Everything is on the main level with the exception of a large playroom upstairs. We chose to
move to this home because of the excellent school system.
Our neighborhood has many young kids from all different backgrounds. There are so many
parks nearby and sidewalks to walk everywhere. Our community (especially the local YMCA!)
has outdoor shows and concerts that are specifically for kids.

Our little neighborhood

Our home sweet home

OUR PETS

We have two dogs named Halle and Pepper.
They are Havanese and love humans more than
they love other dogs. They especially love kids and are
such a joy in our lives!
Halle loves to be the lookout and sit on anything that is the
highest vantage point for her to look at everything around.
Pepper is full of happiness and loves to cuddle and
run. They both love to chase our neighbor’s kid
and sneak his small toys from their yard.

Nearby playground

OUR LOVED ONES

Jacqueline’s siblings and their children live in North Carolina. We see them a couple times a
year. Itay’s family lives out of the country and, so when we go visit, we stay for two weeks at a
time.
Even though we live away from our families, we are surrounded by many close friends who
are our “local family.” Many of our friends with kids live within walking distance to us. They are
always there if and when we ever need them. We have been a part of their kid’s lives as well
and love to babysit. We also love to cook for them or go over to their home for potluck dinners.

At the lake with friends

Dinner with friends

Birthday dinner

With friends in Texas

RAISING A CHILD

We believe in raising kids who have manners, respect for others, and raised with lots of love,
patience, and confidence. We understand that every child is unique; therefore, our parenting
will be based on your child’s personality and interests.
We are huge advocates of a strong education. Jacqueline’s mother was a teacher, so education
was always important in her household. If your child is not academically included, then we will
encourage them to find their strengths in other areas. We believe in different types of
intelligence, not just making good grades.

Together with friends

In Florida with family

With friends in our backyard

OUR FAVORITE TRADITIONS

At a winery

We love the holidays more than anything! Our traditions are
a mixture of traditional American holidays and Itay’s cultural
holidays. We enjoy decorating the Christmas tree and lighting
candles during Hannukah to picking pumpkins at the
pumpkin patch to Easter egg hunting.

THANK YOU!
We believe our connection to the adoption community already
will allow your child to grow in an environment where they
always feel supported. They won’t ever feel alone or
misunderstood.
We want nothing more than your child to grow up happy,
unconditionally loved, and successful in life. We promise to
provide a strong foundation and consistent parenting where
your child can thrive. We will be supportive of their dreams
no matter how big or small. Most importantly, we will be as
transparent as possible with your child when it comes to their
adoption and how much love you had in this decision.

WITH LOVE,
JACQUELINE + ITAY
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